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Abstract

This paper gives a brief of spent fuel situation of nuclear power plants in China, problems faced with, and
measures to be taken. The main research items hi this field hi next five years are introduced. It is imperative to
put burnup credit to use hi spent fuel storage, transport and reprocessing.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of nuclear electricity in China, two power plants, Daya Bay and
Qinshan have come into commercial operation, and other eight units will go into operation
during 2003-2005. Spent fuel storage, transport and reprocessing have become an important
problem to which regard has been paid in Chinese nuclear industry. The bottleneck of the
problem is nuclear criticality safety, as in China all the present design criteria relating to
criticality safety of spent fuel storage pool, transport case, and reprocessing technology are in
the traditional way, i.e., to design according to the fresh fuel enrichment. With spent fuel
accumulating, nuclear power plants and pertaining design and research sections began to
consider problems such as how to increase the capacity of storage pool. Adopting burnup
credit technology is an effective method to solve the problem. Theoretical research has been
done preliminarily in this area since 1996 in China Institute of Atomic Energy (CIAE), and
feasibility of dense storage for Daya Bay Nuclear Power Plant spent fuel storage pool was
investigated in 1999. CIAE has established basis of theoretical and experimental research in
criticality safety, burnup measurement method., and so on.

The design and construction of a pilot plant reprocessing lOOtHM per year is underway. It is
small and experimental. As no large-scale reprocessing plant is planned to build, long-term
storage is the main approach to treat spent fuel in China. The plant has three spent fuel storage
pools that can store 1224 spent fuel assemblies altogether.

hi China, burnup credit concept has been widely accepted, but technology study in this area is
just at its beginning. We lack experience of operable method for concrete project,
establishment of regulations and rules, and so on. Thus we are in urgent need of technology
assistance and more international academic exchange. [1]

2. SITUATION OF SPENT FUEL IN TWO COMMISSIONED NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
IN CHINA

Daya Bay Nuclear Power Station in Guangdong province has two 900Mw units, put into
commercial operation in February and March 1994 respectively. The reactor core employs 1/3
refueling, with refueling batch of 52 spent fuel assemblies each refueling cycle of one year.
The reactor has undergone 6 refueling up to now. The spent fuel storage pool has storage
capacity of 695 fuel assemblies, and the design capacity is for ten years. At present the
improvement of reactor core fuel management is underway for an 18-months-refueling plan
from the ninth or the tenth cycle. With the advanced refueling method the fuel enrichment will
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further increase, up to the projected 4.5%. As spent pool storage will soon reach the design
capacity; the power plant is prepared for transporting out the spent fuel. Meanwhile, as
mentioned early, feasibility of employing burnup credit is investigated to increase the storage
capacity. [2] The spent fuel storage pool of Linao Nuclear Power Station under construction
will be designed using burnup credit technology to increase its capacity.

The following is the data of Daya Bay Nuclear Power Station 6 batches unloaded spent fuel:

Unit No. Enrichment Number Average Burnup (MWd/tU)
1 L8% 52 23064

23587
29802
29892
23064
23587
29802
29892

Qinshan Nuclear Power Plant has a 30MW unit. The reactor has undergone four refueling
cycles since the plant connection the electricity network in December 1991. The plant has two
spent fuel storage pools with total capacity of 756 assembly boxes. The design capacity is 15
years (on the basis of 40 assemblies each refueling batch). The unloaded spent fuel data is as
follows:

Enrichment Number AverageBurnup(MWd/tU)

2.4% 40 17000
2.67% 40 20000
3.0% 80 25000

3. MAIN RESEARCH ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT FIVE YEARS

In the next five years, the research project on the burnup credit will engaging in the following
major aspects:

1. To keep track of international development and practice of burnup credit technology,
including advancement, method, standard and management. Since work in these aspects
is preliminary and at theoretical study stage, it is necessary to strengthen international
exchange and systematically learn the overall circumstance, especially those problems to
be solved in engineering practice. Combining with Chinese actual management and
technology level, specific steps and technical nodi to be solved further can be
determined then.

2. To establish comparatively complete theoretical analysis software system for burnup
credit technique. Research scientists in the Nuclear Reactor Physics Laboratory in CIAE
have engaged in reactor physics, nuclear criticality safety theoretical and experimental
research for several years and built some foundation for the proposed project. Although
we have several software packages for conventional reactor physics and criticality safety
calculations, as for the burnup credit technique, the calculation precision is probably
expected to be increased and computation software to be improved.
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3. To establish nuclear criticality experiment facility mocking up spent fuel storage to
develop experimental technique and obtain fundamental criticality data. There are
several zero power reactors and a uranium solution criticality experiment facility in the
Reactor Physics Laboratory, which can be utilized for the related experimental
researches. However no experimental investigation aiming at NPP spent fuel storage
and transport has been developed. It is expected to obtain some criticality data in this
area.

4. To investigate burnup measurement methods and develop spent fuel assembly burnup
measuring devices, and develop subcriticality system measurement methods. Besides
complete theoretical basis and precise calculation program, measurement method and
devices are also necessary for the enforcement of burnup credit technique. Preliminary
research work has been done in recent years in CIAE. It is expected to master the
measurement method through the project.

In the above mentioned items of research we are hoping to have exchange with IAEA member
countries and support from IAEA.
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